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ABSTRACT 

 
 

Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) 3D printers are the most common 3D printers in the 
world. However, most of the world’s 3D printers have little-to-no security to prevent cyber-attacks. 
Most small businesses that employ 3D printing technology do so with minimal security. A possible 
approach to assuring 3D product and printer quality is static analysis testing. In reverse 
engineering, static analysis observes a file’s inner workings before execution to determine if 
malicious elements are present. This thesis investigates and proposes how static analysis testing 
can be applied to Additive Manufacturing (AM). This process executes a series of test cases on 
values derived from the toolpath file before the physical printing process takes place to ensure that 
the data will not negatively affect the printer. With this approach, defects can be detected at the 
3D model, stereolithography (STL), and toolpath levels of the 3D printing process on G-code 
based and non-G-code based toolpath files. This research effort demonstrates test cases that can 
prevent attacks on five printing attributes (including extruder temperature, heat bed temperature, 
infill, layer thickness, and fan speed). An attack on one or more of these attributes can cause the 
part’s mechanical properties to change or damage the printer itself. These test cases determine 
appropriate slicer settings, and commands are within the printer’s capabilities. This study 
demonstrates that a toolpath testing driven approach can effectively defend against cyber-physical 
attacks on 3D printers and the 3D printing process. 
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1. CHAPTER-1: PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

 

Naturally, small businesses have minimal resources and an inherently large amount of risk. 

In combination with high overhead, such as a multimillion-dollar metal 3D printer, recovery from 

a significant incident becomes significantly less likely. To prevent such an incident, manufacturers 

must enact a level of security that reduces unnecessary risk.  

In 2017, 31% of the U.S. economy was comprised of manufacturing, generating $6.0T in 

gross output. Medium-to-small enterprises comprise 98% of the manufacturing sector, with small 

enterprises representing 73% of the population. Here, medium enterprises have less than 500 

employees, and small enterprises have 20 or fewer employees [9]. 

Most residential 3D printers use Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) technology, meaning 

they rely on moving mechanical elements to lay down successive layers of heated polymer to form 

a 3D object [8]. 

Their appeal to end-users and small businesses is in their ability to quickly and cheaply 

produce physical models (also known as “rapid prototyping”) [6]. While FDM printers are 

appealing because of their affordability, residential and small businesses implementing 3D printing 

technology do not usually have enough capital to prioritize cyber-security, thus, leaving systems 

vulnerable to compromise and subsequent manipulations. Traditional manufacturing quality 

assurance (QA) equipment designed to test the print in post-production is available but not 

ordinarily affordable by most FDM printer owners. Further, not only is this QA equipment 

expensive, but organizations such as NIST [18] and NASA [28] have called for new QA techniques 
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to be developed because they cannot reliably detect defects in AM parts. This lack of security 

poses a significant problem since most 3D printers are residentially owned. This issue can lead to 

technical data theft (also known as intellectual property, IP theft), sabotage attacks (that can target 

the manufactured part, 3D printer, or environment), and illegal part manufacturing [32]. 

 

Figure 1: AM attack analysis framework [32] 

3D printers can become compromised at various points in the 3D printing process. In 

Figure 1, “attack methods” are semantically identical manipulations introduced by different 

compromised elements [32]. Meaning, multiple attacks can have similar effects despite having 

different compromised elements. For instance, one attack method can compromise slicing software 

and sabotage the 3D printer by generating a toolpath file with inappropriate printer settings. 

Another attack method can intercept a file in transit before it reaches the printer, make malicious 

modifications, then send it to the printer. Another type of attack method can use reverse shells to 

exchange benign stereolithography (STL) files with malicious ones on the victim’s host computer. 

Additionally, some attack methods can compromise 3D printer firmware by modifying the printing 

parameters such that they are beyond the printer’s capabilities [33]. These attack methods can all 

result in similar effects but occur at different points of the 3D printing process. This list is not 

comprehensive; several other consequential types of attacks exist, such as those aimed at stealing 

intellectual property. However, this paper seeks to address sabotage attacks against AM 

equipment. 
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Several categories of actors carry out attacks against AM. Table 1 lists six actors and the 

areas they impact on conventional manufacturing. However, since this paper focuses on physical 

systems, we exclude financial theft/fraud, theft of IP or strategic plans, and regulatory. These areas 

are still important AM aspects but are beyond the scope of this paper.  

 

Table 1: Cyber threat actors and impacts: Heat map for the manufacturing sector [35] 

3D printer sabotage affects both those inside and outside the AM organization. Additive 

manufacturing is composed of a diverse group of stakeholders. Owners, managers, purchasers of 

AM systems, AM print material suppliers, designers, vendors, purchasers, maintainers, and AM 

product disposers can compose just one AM organization [35]. 

While still considered an emerging technology, there are advantages to adopting AM over 

traditional (subtractive) manufacturing. For example, AM can reduce the number of assembly parts 

of a component. GE Aviation, for instance, replaced its traditional twenty-piece fuel injection 

nozzles to a single AM piece for planes like the Boeing 777X [36]. 
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Technological progress, made possible only through AM, has made an impact across 

numerous industries. The automotive industry uses AM to increase prototyping and rapid product 

development [15]. In the medical industry, 3D printed surgical cutting and drill guides are used to 

aid in surgery. Additionally, AM orthopedic implants are used to lower medical costs [17]. AM 

molds for Invisalign orthodontic aligners in the dental industry and AM metal copings for crowns 

and bridges have reduced customer costs [11]. One of the early adopters of AM, the aerospace 

sector, has printed over 200 unique parts on 16 different commercial and military aircraft [30]. 

However, as AM’s popularity rises, so does the accompanying security concerns. Therefore, we 

must prioritize 3D printer security so that technological progress is not slowed or halted. 

Graves analyzes AM security from several perspectives of security awareness [10]. Here, 

Graves explains why we cannot apply the traditional manufacturing (Subtractive Manufacturing, 

SM) cyber-security approaches to AM. From an exposure to attack awareness perspective, subtle 

distinctions originate from the differences in the manufacturing environments. Among the 

environmental factors, AM has a higher exposure to potentially malicious actors, increased 

potential for fraudulent behavior by participants actors, and less challenging theft due to 

concentrated technical data. Further, substantial differences exist between AM and SM in 

manipulations of the attack analysis framework (see Figure 2). For example, in sabotage attacks, 

numerous manipulations can introduce defects unique to an additively manufactured part that 

could result in sabotage. While in SM, defects that reduce tensile strength or other parameters are 

limited to external defects for which detection with non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods is 

rather trivial. While there is a significant overlap between AM and SM security, numerous aspects 

of AM are unique and require special considerations. 
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Figure 2: Overlap and differences between AM and SM securities [10] 

This thesis proposes a static analysis process to develop test cases on toolpath files used 

with Fused Deposition Modelling 3D printers to enact a level of security that reduces unnecessary 

risk for FDM 3D printers. Static analysis, more commonly known in reverse engineering, observes 

a file’s inner workings before execution to determine if malicious elements are present [22]. Thus, 

providing a level of certainty that the file will not sabotage a 3D printer. 

Here, we create the toolpath static analysis testing (TSAT) process for Additive 

Manufacturing. This process executes a series of test cases before the physical printing process to 

ensure that the print will not negatively affect the printer. TSAT can be used to check for errors 

made by compromised files and software.  

The goals of this thesis were to: 

• Determine and create test cases that ensure the mitigation of an acceptable level of risk.  

• Detect malicious defects made in the 3D printing process before printing and TSAT.  

• Demonstrate that TSAT can be implemented on more than one type of toolpath file. 

• Create testing environments that are easier to use than not use.   
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2. CHAPTER-2: PREVIOUS WORK 

 

2.1 ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 

The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) divides AM technology into 

seven distinct process categories [6] : 

• Binder Jetting 

• Direct Energy Deposition 

• Material Extrusion 

• Material Jetting 

• Powder Bed Fusion 

• Sheet Lamination 

The most common 3D printing process is Materials Extrusion. Each AM process has 

several refinements, sometimes referred to as AM technologies. FDM is a technology that 

implements the Materials Extrusion process. In the FDM process, polymeric material (usually 

plastic) is fed into a heating chamber and liquified. The filament is then extruded through a small 

standardized nozzle (usually 0.4 and 0.35 mm) and deposited onto the print bed. Layer by layer, 

the printer creates a 3D object by fusing each layer to the previous layer [16]. 

FDM has no role in AM with metals. Instead, the predominating AM processes for 

commercial use are Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) and Direct Energy Deposition (DED) [32]. 
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2.2 3D PRINTING PROCESS 

 

Figure 3: Additive Manufacturing process 

Figure 3 presents the AM printing process, which consists of five steps to printing a part. 

First, we create a 3D model with Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) software. Then we convert our 

model to a Stereolithography (STL) file. Throughout the AM industry, we use STL files to capture 

all our parts’ geometry.  

Next, we use slicing software to divide our STL file into layers for our 3D printer to print. 

The compilation of these layers makes up the toolpath file (in this case, the G-code file). G-code 

is the list of instructions that our printer reads so that it can set the appropriate settings. 

Additionally, the G-code contains all the X-Y-Z axis movements the printer must make to print 

each layer to make our part. Finally, after the printer prints all the layers, we have a physical 

component. It is here we do all the post-production finishing touches. 

 

2.3 3D PRINTERS AS A WEAPON 

In Figure 4, Yampolskiy outlines how attacks on or with 3D printers can be performed 

[33]. For example, Yampolskiy’s framework can be applied to the dr0wned study to sabotage 3D 

printed drone propeller blades [5]. In this case, the phishing email is the “attack vector,” the 

controller PC is the “compromised element,” the replaced STL file is the “manipulation,” and the 

propeller breaking in mid-flight is the “effect.” The resulting “goal” is the destruction of the drone 

using a “3D printer as a weapon” (3D-PaaW). 
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Figure 4: Attacks on/with 3D printers [33] 

 

2.4 PREVIOUS WORKS ON DETECTING SABOTAGE ATTACKS 

In response to NIST [18] and NASA’s [28] call for new non-destructive evaluation (NDE) 

methods, several publications on the defense of AM sabotage attacks were published. Yampolskiy 

compiled a comprehensive and structural survey detailing these publications [32]. He notes three 

attack categories that are relevant to this thesis: 3D geometry, fill pattern/material, and overstressed 

areas.   

2.4.1 3D GEOMETRY 

In 3D geometry, Belikovetsky studies acoustic emanations on the printer and object 

specifications. Belikovetsky proceeds by carrying out Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [31] 

to observe attacks on the printer to create a signature with the audio of the test print. A comparison 

between the test and control print signatures determine if derivations are present in the G-code of 

the files [4]. 

Chhetri makes similar studies on impedance-based 3D geometry for object specification 

attacks. However, rather than a signature, Chhetri uses the printer’s audio to reconstruct a model 

of the part. Then, when compared, derivations between the generated and original models indicate 

an attack [7]. 
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Albakri also studies impedance-based 3D geometry with Independence-based Structural 

Health Monitoring (SHM). Here, Albakri implements SHM to detect dimensional and positional 

defects with a piezoelectric sensor attached to the printer. Further study is needed, but it might also 

be possible to detect internal porosity with this method [2]. 

Strum follows suit in studying impedance-based 3D geometry and building on the work of 

Albakri. Strum goes one step further by using the same piezoelectric sensors to inspect various 

layer intervals. A control print is used to create a baseline signature. Afterward, prints can be tested 

against the baseline signature to identify malicious parts. One advantage of Strum’s method is 

early detection. Defects are identified during the printing process, rather than testing the completed 

part [24]. 

Vincent’s approach is a quality control (QC) system with impedance-based verification of 

dimensional, positional, mass, and accuracy. He proceeds by attaching piezoelectric transducers 

(PZT) to a printed component. These sensors measure impedance and reveal deviations from the 

component’s original design. The basis for Vincent’s approach is that sophisticated attackers 

typically avoid a print’s key quality characteristics (KQC). KQC being what traditional QC 

methods observe to detect part defects [27]. 

2.4.2 FILL PATTERN/MATERIAL 

Bayens focuses on spatial verification in his work on fill patterns. Building on the work of 

Belikovetsky [4] and Chhetri [7], Bayens uses spatial verification to visualize nozzle movements 

instead of the sent G-code commands from the 3D printing software to detect compromised 

controller PCs or printer firmware. Additionally, to address Yampolskiy’s [33] filament substitute 

concerns in Belikovetsky and Chhetri’s works, Bayens verifies materials using Raman 

spectroscopy [3]. 
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2.4.3 OVERSTRESSED AREAS 

Tsoursos’ work emphasizes structural integrity defects introduced during the 3D printing 

process. The first step of the two-step process is to use the toolpath (G-code) file to create an 

approximate model of the original part. The second step is to use Finite Element Analysis (FEA) 

[25] to observe the model under various stress conditions [26]. 

 

2.5 PREVIOUS COMMERCIAL SECURITY MEASURES 

The US Airforce [34] and General Electric [12] are using blockchain technologies to create 

immutable and non-reputable digital ledgers for their complex supply chains. Companies, such 

as Identify3D, implement blockchain technology to provide industrial solutions to additive and 

subtractive manufacturers.  

Identify3D protect their clients’ data by creating a blockchain encrypted [1] secure 

container to host all their design and manufacturing files, which prevent the introduction of 

defects. Clients digitally sign these files to protect the files’ integrity. The company then creates 

and associates a set of licenses within the secure container. These licenses define business and 

manufacturing rules that dictate how the files can be used. Contractual licenses assign business 

rules within designs, such as quantities, time, and authorized manufactures. Production licenses 

assign manufacturing rules, such as which machines are authorized to be used for the 

manufacturing process, build parameters, and material choice [37]. Once the licenses are 

generated, the client transfers both the container and license files to the appropriate machine 

via network or any other storage media that supports Identify3D technology. Upon license 

validation, the machine decrypts and authorizes the files for production [38]. 
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While Identify3D offers security measures that prevent the introduction of defects, they 

still lack any form of analysis that can identify defects if they are already present. Therefore, 

adversaries injecting malicious commands in the generated toolpaths are still possible.  

 

2.6 SUMMARY 

Many previous works prevent AM sabotage using models or signatures generated from 

microphones, piezoelectric sensors, or cameras. However, these methods assume that identical 

parts are printed numerous times, which is not usually the case with residential FDM printers. 

Previous commercial security measures implement blockchain technology. While this technology 

is an effective method of preventing the introduction of defects, it has no means of determining if 

any defects exist in the toolpath files.  

Attacks on AM can take place throughout the 3D printing process. Before printing, attacks 

on the 3D printing process take place in the toolpath file. Here, the toolpath file contains all the 

3D printer operations, settings, and defects. Yampolskiy outlines how to perform attacks on or 

with 3D printers.  

Attack vectors compromise elements that result in manipulations. These manipulations, 

with materials and application areas, produce effects on AM. Here, using 3D printers as a weapon 

can produce effects that may achieve an adversary’s goals.   
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3. CHAPTER-3: SOLUTION 

We developed TSAT to mitigate AM cybersecurity vulnerabilities by adapting 

Yampolskiy’s attack on or with AM framework [33] to develop test cases from toolpath files that 

prevent AM sabotage. Our approach, TSAT, was developed with the following objectives in mind:  

1. Determine and create test cases that ensure the mitigation of an acceptable level of risk.  

2. Detect malicious defects made in the 3D printing process before printing and TSAT.  

3. Demonstrate that TSAT can be implemented on more than one type of toolpath file.  

4. Create testing environments that are easier to use than not use. 

 

Figure 5: Adapted attack on/with AM framework (based on [33] ) 

TSAT is not a software program; rather, it is a process to develop test cases that prevent 

AM sabotage. The process adapts Yampolskiy’s [33] framework to emulate attacks on or with 3D 

printers to develop our test cases. Figure 5 demonstrates how we use the framework to develop 

test cases. First, we assume that elements of the 3D printing process have already been 

compromised. Next, we produce defects on behalf of the compromised elements (manipulations). 

Then, we observe the effects on the toolpath file and write test cases that detect the manipulations. 
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3.1 TSAT PROCESS 

 

Figure 6: TSAT process 

In Figure 6, the TSAT development cycle starts with the “defect-driven testing” phase. In 

this phase, we discover a new AM threat and recreate that threat in a toolpath file. Here, attacks 

can be made at any point in the 3D printing process as long as the toolpath file contains the 

desired defect. Then, we write and execute a test case that detects the malicious defect and 

observe the results (“red light” test). This stage is known as the “red light” stage of the TSAT 

process because we must keep returning to this step until we can detect the defect. If the defect 

is not recognized, we failed our objective and must determine if our test code or our malicious 

toolpath file is the cause. If our defect is detected, we achieved our objective and can move onto 

the next step. Next, we execute our test case on a benign toolpath file to demonstrate that our 

test case passes when the defect is not present in the file. Otherwise, we know our test case does 

not extract the correct values from the toolpath file and must repeat the previous steps. 

We move from the defect-driven testing phase of the TSAT process to the refactoring 

phase. In this phase, we execute all our test cases on the malicious toolpath file. It is not likely 
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that all the test cases will detect defects from one toolpath file. For example, say, we 

implemented a test case that determines if the printer fan has started, and another test case that 

determines that the fan setting is below the fan’s physical limits. It would be impossible to set 

the fan setting over the fan’s physical limits without making a line that sets the fan setting. 

Therefore, one of these test cases would never detect a defect. Multiple malicious toolpath files 

are required to check if all the tests identify defects. When running the files through the TSAT 

program, we focus on two things: all test cases detect a defect at least once, and no test case 

results in an error.  

If a previous test case is no longer identifying a defect, we need to confirm that our 

malicious toolpath file contains the appropriate defect. Otherwise, we need to update the test 

cases. We then run all our test cases again and continue this cycle until all test cases detect their 

corresponding defects.  

Once we demonstrate that all the test cases can identify defects (“green light” test), we 

can start refactoring to improve our test cases. Once again, we execute all our test cases and 

continue this cycle until we finish all our improvements. Finally, we have reached the end of the 

TSAT process iteration. We start the cycle over once we identify a new threat.  

TSAT projects apply the (TSAT) process in the development of each test case. TSAT is 

composed of short iterations, each resulting in a deliverable product every iteration of the 

process cycle. Each iteration of the cycle, we demonstrate a new test case that can detect a 

different type of cyber-attack. 
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3.1.1 TSAT PROCESS IN THE 3D PRINTING PROCESS 

The TSAT process has a nonlinear relationship between a TSAT program and all the steps 

before printing in the 3D printing process. Figure 7 observes defects we introduce in each of the 

3D printing process steps, followed by the remaining path back to the TSAT program.  

 

Figure 7: TSAT process in the 3D printing process 

3.1.2 TSAT INDEPENDENCE 

TSAT is the process of developing test cases that execute on files we intend to run on a 

known 3D printer. In reality, our test cases do not govern the 3D printer; therefore, any 

programming language can develop TSAT programs, assuming the language can compare values 

from a toolpath file to known printer parameter values. 

TSAT is independent of the 3d printer or the parts the printer creates. The test case 

developer decides if the TSAT project is part-based, printer-based, or both.  

3D printer operators typically develop TSAT test cases based on their existing printer 

infrastructure. The slicer, number of slicers, printer, toolpath file type, test case type, number of 

test cases are all independent because TSAT is simply a process of developing test cases to prevent 

AM sabotage.  
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3.1.3 TSAT COMMON PRACTICES 

Ideally, the developers creating the TSAT projects are the 3D printer operator or someone 

with intimate knowledge about the printer’s 3D printing process. For this reason, we can make the 

following assumptions: 

• The slicer(s) that generate the toolpath files are known.  

• The physical limitations of the 3D printer are known.  

• The toolpath file type is known.  

The following are common practices that we should implement in TSAT projects: reject unknown 

slicers, save individual printer configurations in standalone files, reject unknown toolpath file 

types. 

3.1.3.1 Slicer 

Only use slicers that append the name of the slicer that generated the toolpath file. We 

should have at least one test fail if the program cannot determine the slicer’s name from the 

toolpath file. The test cases were developed by someone who knew which slicers we use for the 

3D printer. Therefore, we should treat all other slicers as if an adversary compromised the 3D 

printing process’s slicing step. 

If an adversary sliced the toolpath file with the correct slicer, we need enough test cases to 

partially mitigate some risks. If they sliced the file with the wrong slicer but appended with the 

correct slicer heading, we should include enough test cases that are dependent on the correct slicer 

toolpath format to fail when given a file with the invalid format.  

3.1.3.2 3D Printer Parameters File 

When we execute the program, we should import standalone files that contain the printer’s 

limitations. This file should remain unchanged for the duration of the printer’s lifetime. One 
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exception to this rule is if we physically modify the printer, thus, changing the limitations (i.e., 

making the Z-axis taller). When we replace the printer or add multiple printers, we should create 

new files to store individual printer parameters; one for each printer. This way, our printer settings 

stay constant.  

3.1.3.3 Toolpath File Type 

Since we already know what file types our printer can accept, we should include a test case 

that fails when the toolpath file type is unknown. If we use multiple printers with different toolpath 

file types on the same TSAT program, each file type should have a unique class. That way, we 

skip test cases in inapplicable classes and conserve our resources.  

 
3.2 SOLUTIONS FOR OBJECTIVES 

3.2.1 HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN 

 

Figure 8: TSAT in the 3D printing process 

Figure 8 shows how TSAT fits into the 3D printing process. Once the model is made, 

converted into an STL file, and sliced into G-code, we can begin the TSAT process. The TSAT 
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process begins with importing the G-code file into a Python 3 enabled device. TSAT inspects the 

G-code and runs tests to determine if the file can be printed on the given 3D printer.  

A TSAT project composition is presented in Figure 9. There are two types of test cases: 

operator-based and printer-based test cases. Operator-based test cases are configured on a per-

print basis by the 3D printer operator. The purpose of these test cases is to validate that the 

component meets the original design specifications. Printer-based test cases are tailored to the 

3D printer’s design capabilities. During the initial TSAT configuration, the 3D printer operator 

sets variables for these printer-based test cases. Ideally, the configuration file should not change 

for the lifetime of the printer. Both types of tests help determine potential component defects, 

accidental or malicious. 

 

Figure 9: TSAT project composition 
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3.2.2 OBJECTIVE #1: TEST CASES 

Objective: determine and create test cases that ensure the mitigation of an acceptable level of risk.  

TSAT aims to mitigate some of the risks of printing a component before the printing 

process. To achieve this goal, we incorporate test cases that target five common areas involved in 

AM sabotage: extruder temperature, head bed temperature, fan speed, infill path, and layer 

thickness [8][19].  

3.2.3 OBJECTIVE #2: PENETRATION TESTING 

Objective: detect malicious defects made in the 3D printing process before printing and TSAT.  

Multiple stages of the 3D printing process can introduce attacks on 3D printers. Therefore, 

it is vital to test TSAT at all these stages before printing. This project’s approach is to intentionally 

create malicious files that, if not caught, would sabotage the printer. Therefore, to test our 

approach, malicious 3D model, STL, and toolpath files are needed.  

3.2.4 OBJECTIVE #3: PRINTERS THAT USE CMB FILES 

Objective: demonstrate that TSAT can be implemented on more than one type of toolpath file. 

The most widespread 3D printer is residential FDM 3D printers that use G-code. However, 

not all FMD printers use G-code. Most Stratasys industrial 3D printers use Coordinate Machine 

Binary (CMB) files instead of G-code. Therefore, in addition to our G-code test cases, some of our 

test cases for this project need to execute on CMB files to demonstrate that TSAT applies to FDM 

printers that do not use G-code toolpath files.  

3.2.5 OBJECTIVE #4: TSAT REPOSITORY 

Objective: create testing environments that are easier to use than not use. 

An ideal TSAT project contains test cases that confirm slicer settings and prevent AM 

sabotage (malicious or accidental). While writing specific test cases can be challenging, ideal users 
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only need to run the program before printing. This paper aims to establish a TSAT test case 

repository to create testing environments that are easier to use than not use.  

The easier to write TSAT test cases, the more likely developers will develop additional test 

cases, which increase the TSAT project’s value because each test case detects a defect. Increasing 

the project’s number of test cases increases the number of defects the program can identify. 

 

3.3 TSAT IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES 

3.3.1 UNDERSTANDING G-CODE 

G-code is essentially a list of X, Y, and Z-axis instructions that guide the print head to 

every print point. The G-code also describes how the printer should manufacture the part. G-code 

supplies the printer with settings such as how hot to heat the filament, or how fast the print head 

should move when traveling between points. 

 

Figure 10: An example of the main body in G-Code [8] 
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Figure 11: Individual g-code line composition 

Figure 10 illustrates several ways the G-code configures 3D printer settings. The G-code 

implements these settings in two ways: callsigns and implied. Callsigns are provided at the 

beginning of each non-commented line (Figure 11). Callsigns describe the objective of each line 

of instructions. In Figure 10, the first non-commented line (comment lines begin with a semicolon) 

is “M107,” its purpose is to turn off the fan.  

Some codes, such as “M107”, do not have any parameters. Other callsigns, such. as “G0”, 

have parameters that affect how the code is carried out by the printer. “G0” is the callsign to move 

the print head to a location without extruding any filament. Figure 12 depicts a mock G-code file 

where each line represents the only command for that layer. We observe that the last parameter in 

all the lines sets the layer height. We can also tell that the layer height is the sum of all the previous 

layer heights plus the proceeding layer’s height. We cannot assume that the layer thickness is equal 

to the first layer’s height because the first layer’s height can be set to a different amount. Therefore, 

since there is no callsign for setting the layer’s thickness, the layer height is implied whenever 

repositioning the printer head with the Z-axis parameter. If we wanted to find the layer thickness 

(in Figure 12’s case, it is 0.03), we would have to take a layer height value and subtract the previous 

layer height value (as long as the previous Z-axis value is not the first layer height). 
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Figure 12: Mock layer height g-code 

G-code provides all the information the printer needs to manufacture a component. 

Essentially, G-code is a road map. It provides the printer with a list of line-by-line instructions so 

that the print head can navigate the print area. These instructions are a legitimate sequence of 

instructions that operates the printer within allowable (and presumably safe) bounds.  

In many cases, the G-code lines’ format depends on the software that sliced the file. Many 

slicers, open and closed sourced, include the slicer’s name in the comments of the toolpath file. 

Extracting this information can be vital to test cases that use regular expressions to capture values. 

In which case, the slicer’s name is frequently located in the first few lines of the G-code file. 

3.3.2 CHALLENGE 1: FILTERING THE G-CODE 

Locating malicious instructions is challenging because even a small toolpath file may 

consist of many thousands of lines of G-code. This project’s response to this issue is regular 

expressions (regex). Regex can filter large amounts of text by applying select parameters. For 

example, if only “G0” and “G1” commands are needed, we could apply the “[G][0-1]” regular 

expression to discard any other commands other than “G0” or “G1.” Thus, simplifying the code 

necessary to write a test case. 

3.3.3 CHALLENGE 2: ABSENCE OF G-CODE CODES 

Numerous 3D printer settings translate directly to the toolpath file. For example, extruder 

temperature has a code value of “M109.” However, not every 3D printer setting has a designated 
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G-code callsign. Layer height, for example, can only be found by taking the difference of Z-axis 

heights.  

The absence of codes can pose a difficult challenge when writing advanced test cases. 

Without codes to reference, the amount of programming skill and G-code understanding rises 

exponentially. Unfortunately, there is no other way around the issue. For test cases that do not 

involve G-code callsigns, developers must analyze toolpath files to discover the relevant data and 

then compose algorithms that can replicate their discoveries. 

3.3.4 CHALLENGE 3: G-CODE OPTIMIZATION 

Individual lines of G-code are relatively easy to comprehend. However, due to the G-code’s 

verbosity and lack of visualization, blocks of code can be unintuitive and misleading to the test 

case developer.  

Infill layers are a case where G-code lines can challenge understandability. It is common 

practice for 3D printers to only use a small portion of filament for inner layers. The exposed 

portions of the print are known as “shells.” Shells are one hundred percent filament. Only the 

amount of filament needed to maintain the print’s integrity is used on the non-surface portions of 

the print to conserve resources. These internal structures are known as “infill” and are usually 

printed in a repeating pattern, such as a grid, triangles, or hexagons. Though, to optimize the 

number of moves the print head makes, rarely does the printer follow a “left-to-right” or a “top-

to-bottom” pattern completely throughout the layer, which can make writing a standard algorithm 

challenging.  

Instead of devising an algorithm to detect and assess infill toolpath from G-code 

instructions, we elected an indirect approach that relies on a convention of annotating G-code 
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instructions that carry out infills. In short, we searched comments for text such as “infill” to identify 

our desired values.  

3.3.5 CHALLENGE 4: G-CODE VS. CMB 

 

Figure 13: Stratasys CMB File Raw Hex Data [13] 

Because G-code was developed to be portable among different machining devices [14], G-

code can be somewhat easy to read for humans. Other 3D printer languages, such as CMB files, 

were not designed for human consumption. Rather than using text, CMB files store information as 

binary numbers of varying lengths, but usually in four-byte longs. Raw CMB files become 

understandable to humans only when viewed in hexadecimal format (Figure 13). 

TSAT is not bound to a 3D printing language. Instead, it is a process of developing test 

cases to prevent AM sabotage based on the individual 3D printer. Since G-code is the most 

common 3D printing language, G-code was the focus of this paper. However, depending on the 

printer’s architecture, it might not be applicable.   
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4. CHAPTER-4: SOLUTION VALIDATION 

 

4.1 TSAT HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

Below is a list of software specifications to implement the TSAT process and validate the results: 

• Ubuntu (version 19.04 64-bit) Virtual Machine  

• Memory: 3.8 GiB 

• Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-8750H CPU @ 2.20GHz × 3  

• Disk Size: 21.5 GB 

• Python 3.7.3 

• CAD Modeling Software / Mesh Editing Software: Fusion 360 

• Slicing Software: MatterControl / Slic3r 

• Text Editor: Sublime Text 3 

 

4.2 TEST CASES 

In all the following test cases, we use the following approach: 

• Take the toolpath file path as an input. 

• Convert the toolpath file contents to a string.  

• Scan the (toolpath file contents) string for specific variables and their respective values.  

• Compare values to known values that are safe to run on the printer.  

• It is safe to assume that if any test fails, the input file is not safe to run on the 3D printer. 
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We proceed with two types of test cases: printer-based and operator based. First, we test 

that values from the toolpath file are under their corresponding (predetermined) limits that the 

printer can handle. Second, we test to see if the values in our toolpath file match the values set by 

the printer operator for a specific part.  

While the operations to execute the two types of test cases are similar, it is important to 

note why we perform these two types of tests. The printer-based tests prevent AM equipment 

sabotage, and the operator-based tests avoid sabotage to the printed part. Our TSAT program 

implements both types of tests in each of the five common areas involved in AM sabotage. 

Nevertheless, to eliminate unnecessary redundancy, either the printer-base or operator-based will 

be covered in the following sections, but not both.  

ROW CALLSIGN PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE REGEX 

1 M104 Temperature[S] 
Set extruder temperature 
(not waiting) M104 S100 M104 S(\d+) 

2 M109 Temperature[S] Set extruder temperature 
(waits till reached) M109 S100 M109 S(\d+) 

3 M140 Temperature[S] Set bed target temperature 
(not waiting) 

M140 S40 M140 S(\d+) 

4 M190 Temperature[S] 
Set bed target temperature 
(waits till reached) M190 S50 M190 S(\d+) 

5 M106 Value [S 0-255] set fan speed to S and start M106 S123 M106 S(\d+) 

Table 2: G-code commands 

Table 2 describes the callsigns that we will use in the subsequent test cases (where 

applicable). After the G-code file contents have been converted to a single string, for each 

element in the “callsign” column, we apply the corresponding regular expression from the 

“regex” column. Parts of each regular expression are used to locate the corresponding G-code 

callsign; other parts are used to extract the desired data.  
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For example, let us take the string “M106 S0\nM104 S200\nG1 X1 Y2 Z3 ;some comment”, 

and we want to determine the set extruder temperature (no waiting). Then, our desired callsign 

is “M104” and our corresponding regular expression is “M104 S(\d+)”. Our regular expression 

would search our string for the substring “M104 S”, followed by one or more digits. Parenthesis 

in regular expressions indicates the values we want to return. Therefore, after we apply the 

regular expression to our string, it locates “M104 S200” and returns “200”.  

4.2.1 EXTRUDER TEMPERATURE 

G-code callsigns: M104 and M109 (rows 1 and 2 in table 2) 

First, we read the G-code file and store the contents in a string variable. Second, we use 

regular expressions to filter the (G-code contents) string for the M104 and M106 variables and 

store the respective values in a list. At this point, we have a list of values and some comments that 

our slicer included. Finally, we iterate through the list and compare each value to our 

predetermined max temperature value. Our test passes or fails if any of the list elements are higher 

than the max temperature value. See Appendix-A to view the test case code.  

4.2.2 BED TEMPERATURE 

G-code callsigns: M140 and M190 (rows 3 and 4 in table 2) 

Our approach to writing bed temperature test cases is nearly identical to the test cases used 

to test extruder head temperature. First, we use the following regular expression: “M140 S(\d+)” 

(substitute a ‘9’ for the ‘4’ to test for M190) on the file contents string to capture the M140 or 

M190 variables and values. A list stores the results of the filter. Finally, we compare the values in 

our list to zero and our predetermined set bed temperature value. Our test passes or fails if the 

value does not equal zero (where the G-code has start and exit procedures), or our predetermined 

set bed temperature value.  
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4.2.3 FAN SPEED 

G-code callsign: M106 (row 5 in table 1) 

First, we use the following regular expression to capture the callsign: ‘M106’ If the result 

is “None” (null), then our G-code does not contain any commands to turn on the fan. The lack of 

fan commands could result from our printer not having any fans, a slicer error, or malicious 

intent. If the printer does not have any fans, then this test case should be omitted from testing. 

Otherwise, the 3D printer operator needs to investigate the file for malicious activity and decide 

if they should proceed with the print.  

4.2.4 LAYER THICKNESS 

Layer thickness is one of the key parameters for influencing mechanical properties in FDM 

printers [19]. For example, PLA specimens have higher tensile strength with small values of layer 

thickness [19]. Moreover, if an adversary were to increase the layer thickness for PLA parts, or 

change the layer thickness throughout the part, they could weaken the printed parts. Increasing the 

layer thickness past the printer’s limits could disable the printer by causing the filament to clog in 

the print head. To prevent such cases, test cases that check for inconsistent or inappropriate values 

can be developed by determining the layer thickness values.  

A specific variable does not indicate layer thickness in the G-code. Instead, we use the 

following regular expressions and store the results in a list:  

• “G1 Z(-*\d+\.*\d*) *F*\d*\.*\d*\nG1 E” 

• “G1 Z(-*\d+\.*\d*) *F*\d*\.*\d*\n” 

Multiple regular expressions are required as a result of the various slicing software used to 

create the G-code for this project. Therefore, if the 3D printer operator only uses one slicer, only 

one regular expression is necessary.  
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Each section of this regular expression has a different role in finding the layer height. “G1 

Z”: layer height is equal to the difference between “G1 Z” commands. Therefore, we want to 

eliminate any commands that do not contain “G1 Z.” 

"(-*\d+\.*\d*)" : Next, we capture the Z-axis digits. The layer height is will likely be a 

floating-point integer, but we still need to interpret integer values when the layer height equals a 

whole number.  

" *F*\d*\.*\d*": Different slicers process layer height differently. We include this part of 

the regular expression for slicers that append feed rate values while adjusting the layer height (“G1 

Z1.2 F3456,” for example). 

“\nG1 E”: Often, ‘G1 Z’ commands are used for increasing layer height and repositioning 

the extruder head. Repositions do not make any extrusions. Therefore, we eliminate any G1 

command that is not followed by another G1 line that contains an extrusion. This portion of the 

command is the only difference between the two regular expressions. Two regular expressions 

exist because one slicer does not make any printer head repositions during layers, and the other 

does. The program knows when to apply each regular expression by searching the first G-code line 

to determine which software performed the slicing. While we cannot say that all slicing software 

operates in this fashion, the individual or organization can guarantee they know which slicers they 

have in operation. Therefore, if we, the 3D printer operator, develop test cases based on our known 

slicing software, we can guarantee the name of the slicer will be in the G-code file, assuming our 

software is supposed to append the slicer’s name in the comments of the G-code file. 

Some places in the G-code use negative “Z” values to reposition the print head when 

moving to a different part of the layer, but these values are discarded by the “*F\d*\.*\d*\nG1 E” 
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section of the regular expression. However, we want to keep both positive and negative Z-axis 

values that apply to layer thickness to help search for operator errors and malicious activity.  

Now we have a list of all the proper Z-axis heights. We proceed by iterating the elements 

of the list, each iteration labeling the current and next elements. As stated previously, the layer 

height is the difference between the Z-axis at different layers. Because we find the layer height by 

subtracting the current element from the next element, the test cases pass or fail if the difference 

is not zero (because there are several infill portions in each layer) or our predetermined layer 

height.  

4.2.5 INFILL 

Similar to layer height, there is no explicit and specific callsign reference to determine the 

infill portions of a 3D printed component. Instead, we search the toolpath file for comments on the 

settings used throughout the G-code. Slicers place these comments in the toolpath file to increase 

readability.  

We proceed by first determining which slicer created the toolpath file. Here, regular 

expressions are unnecessary; all we need to do is search for is “MatterSlice” or “Slic3r,” the two 

slicers used for this project. If neither of the slicers created the toolpath file, the test fails because 

the program cannot accurately determine the infill density variable. 

Now that we know which slicer was used, we can determine which regular expression to 

apply to determine the infill variable. If MatterSlice was used, our regular expression is "; 

infillPercent = (-*\d+\.*\d*)". If Slic3r was used, then our regular expression is "; fill_density = (-

*\d+\.*\d*)%". 
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After our regular expression is applied and our value extracted, the infill test cases are 

merely comparing the extracted value to the limits set in the program. If they are out of bounds or 

not equal to the value set by the 3D print operator, the test fails.  

4.2.6 CONCLUSION 

The above test cases describe how to approach scenarios from one or more slicers. There 

are various other ways to approach these methods. The focus on the sections above should not be 

on how these test cases are demonstrated. Instead, the focus should be on that it is possible to show 

that these test cases are possible on FDM printers. 

TSAT is a process that, once implemented on an individual 3D printer, can allow the 

operator to foresee problems before sending a component to the printer. Thus, this process can 

save time, money, and prevent printer damage.  

 

4.3 PENETRATION TESTING VALIDATION 

4.3.1 CAD MODEL FILE 

 

Figure 14: CAD model attacks in the 3D printing process 

For AM cyber-attacks, not just sabotage, the CAD model file is the most valuable in terms 

of information. These files contain all the part’s geometric date. Figure 14 depicts where attacks 

on CAD model files take place in the 3D printing process. 

From an adversarial point of view, at this point in the 3D printing process, we do not have 

access to printer controls, such as extruder temperature. We could insert voids or adjust angles to 
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change or weaken the mechanical properties, thus sabotaging the part [23]. These types of attacks 

primarily affect the print, but it is conceivable that a coordinated attack on multiple 3D printers 

could result in a power outage, thus sabotaging the printer [32]. Additionally, these attacks can 

cause side effects that consume an abnormal amount of electricity, materials, and time. 

Nonetheless, our attack method is limited to printing objects outside the printer’s X, Y, and X-axis 

limits.  

Figure 15 depicts the benign CAD model file that we weaponize to sabotage a 3D printer. 

We begin by opening the benign file in CAD modeling software (in this case, Fusion 360). Next, 

we use the scaling tool to scale the component 15 times its original size. Our component increases 

in size from 16 mm (Figure 15) to 245mm (Figure 16). We also use Fusion 360 to export and 

convert our malicious CAD model file, as well as the original benign file, to STL files.

 

 

Figure 15: Benign CAD model file (16 mm) 

 

Figure 16: Malicious CAD model file (245 mm) 

We next use Slic3r, to slice our STL files to G-code by first indicating that the print bed is 

twice as large as it is physically (Figure 17). Then, we slice our file and export the G-code (Figure 

18).
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Figure 17: Print bed configuration 

 

Figure 18: STL to G-code

Finally, we feed the G-code files into our TSAT program and view the results (see 

Appendix B.1 and B.2). Our benign file passes all tests, whereas our malicious file fails two tests: 

“exceeds max X size” and “exceeds max Y size.” The latter file fails because the target printer’s 

X and Y limits were set in the program before the attack. Therefore, when the G-code values do 

not meet the program’s printer requirements, the file fails to print. 

To manufactures, theft, or loss of these files can be costly. However, because CAD model 

files can still be edited at this stage, attacks at this point in the 3D printing process are at an 

increased risk of being discovered. 

4.3.2 STL File 

 

Figure 19: STL attacks in the 3D printing process 

Once we convert the model to an STL file, only the data that describe the part’s surface 

remains. All other information describing the model is lost. This data, once represented by complex 

mathematical equations, is replaced with triangular planes, called facets. The use of facets makes 
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reverse-engineering the component a challenge, but STL files still contain all the data needed to 

fabricate the part’s geometry. It is still possible to edit the model by changing the vertices of the 

facets [23]. These vertices are how we attack the STL component. Figure 19 shows where attacks 

on STL files take place in the 3D printing process. 

 

Figure 20: Benign STL file 

 

Figure 21: Malicious STL file

We previously made our defects in the CAD model stage in the 3D printing process; now, 

we begin our attack at the STL file stage. We start by opening the STL in Fusion 360 to view the 

component’s mesh. Our attack uses the same approach as our previous attack on the CAD model. 

We will use the mesh’s vertices to scale the mesh ten times its original size. Figures 20 and 21 

show that the mesh’s length has increased from 22 mm to 225 mm, a distance that exceeds the 

target printer’s limits. We retain a copy of the original mesh to compare the results when running 

the files through the TSAT program.  

Once the mesh is at the desired size, we export the STL files from Fusion 360 and open the 

STL files in Slic3r. We use the same extended print bed settings from our last attack and slice the 

STL’s to a G-code format. Next, we run our newly created G-code files though TSAT to see if the 

program deems them safe to print on the 3D printer.  
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The results observed in Appendix B.3 and B.4 are as follows: the benign G-code file meets 

all the requirements stored in TSAT. However, the malicious G-code file fails the same tests as 

our last attack: “exceeds max X size” and “exceeds max Y size.” Thus, the TSAT program has 

deemed the latter file unfit to be printed on the target printer. 

4.3.3 TOOLPATH FILE 

 

Figure 22: Tool file attacks in the 3D printing process 

Figure 22 indicates where toolpath (G-code) file attacks take place. Toolpath files offer the 

most flexibility in what the attack is trying to accomplish. These files are often seen as less valuable 

because toolpath files are bound to a specific 3D printer upon creation. However, these files also 

contain all the printer’s operations, which can be altered. Therefore, our next attack affects the 

extruder temperature, print bed temperature, and the print head boundaries. 

Our attack takes place on a toolpath file that has already been sliced. To increase diversity 

and demonstrate that TSAT can be implemented on multiple slicers, these files were sliced with 

MatterSlice, the default slicer for our target printer. We open the toolpath file in a text editor (in 

this case, Sublime Text 3) and change the values observed in Figures 23 and 24. We save the file 

as a new file to observe the initial and altered values in the TSAT results.
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Figure 23: Benign g-code file 

 

Figure 24: Malicious toolpath file 

The results are as follows: the benign file failed one test case (see Appendix B.5), and the 

malicious file failed eight test cases (see Appendix B.6). In both files, the “fan never engaged” test 

failed because our slicer does not activate the fan on small prints to increase adhesion to the print 

bed. This error could be a result of a bug or a design decision made by the MatterSlice developers, 

or could indicate compromised slicing software.  

The remaining failures directly correlate to our changes made to the toolpath file. When 

we increased the bed temperature from 35 to 1125 degrees Celsius, the “bed temperature” and 

“max bed temperature” tests failed. When we increased the extruder temperature from 210 to 1210 

degrees Celsius, the “extruder temperature” and “max extruder temperature” tests failed. Finally, 

the “exceeds max X size,” “exceeds max Y size,” and “exceeds max Z size” tests failed when we 

modified X, Y, and Z printer head coordinates from “X0, Y0, Z0.8” to “X1110 Y1110 Z1110.8.” 
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All these failures respond to the G-code values either not matching the part parameters or 

exceeding the printer parameters set in TSAT.  

The TSAT program has deemed both files unfit for printing. It is up to the 3D printer 

operator to decide whether to send the prints to the printer. Since the malicious file failed numerous 

essential tests, the file is clearly unfit to send to the printer. The benign file also failed the TSAT 

test cases. However, it is not clear whether it should be sent to the printer. It is important to note 

that the 3D printer operator’s decision is irrelevant. What is relevant is that the operator was given 

the opportunity to decide and justify that decision. This opportunity was made possible through 

TSAT. Moreover, these events happened before the printing process, instead of being discovered 

after the fact. 

 

4.4 NON-G-CODE TOOLPATH FILE VALIDATION 

4.4.1 UNDERSTANDING CMB FILES 

Objective #3: develop TSAT so that it can be applied to other types of 3D printers. 

To accomplish our third objective, we need to understand the underlying structure of CMB 

files. CMB files are binary files, with most data stored as floating-point numbers (or four bytes). 

These files are composed of three sections: header, toolpaths, and End-of-File [13] 

 

Figure 25: CMB file header section 
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In Figure 25, we can see the header section opened in a hex editor (Hex Editor Neo). In 

Figure 26, we can see the composition of the header section and their corresponding sizes. 

 

Figure 26: Sub-sections of CMB file header section 

4.4.2 CMB FILE PENETRATION TESTING 

The header section of the CMB file provides all the information we need to accomplish our 

objective. We proceed by manipulating the “Part Max X,” “Part Max Y,” and “Part Max Z” hex 

values. These values indicate the overall part size in their respective axes and are represented as 

inches and in Little-Endian. Figures 27 and 28 observe the max axes values (highlighted in various 

shades of gray) before and after modification. The red text indicates the modified values. We save 

this file as a new file to compare the resulting unchanged and modified values 

 
Figure 27: CMB file before modification 
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Figure 28: CMB file after modification 

Similar to our G-code tests, we use the following approach:  

• Take the toolpath file path as an input.  

• Convert the toolpath file contents to a string. 

• Apply the hexadecimal offset to reach the desired values.  

• Compare toolpath values to known values that are safe to run on the computer.  

• It is safe to assume that if any test fails, the input file is not safe to run on the 3D printer. 

Our CMB file approach differs from our G-code file approach only in how we find the 

desired values. For G-code files, we used regular expressions. For CMB files, we use the 

hexadecimal number offset.  

After the TSAT program reads in the hex file and eliminates the irrelevant max X, Y, and 

Z axes characters, we need to perform some manipulations before we begin our tests. First, we 

convert our hex values from little-endian to big-endian. Second, we convert our values from a hex 

string to an IEEE 754 floating-point representation. Finally, we convert our floating-point value 

from inches to millimeters. This puts our values in the appropriate format, allowing us to begin 

our test cases.  

Each test case takes the value retrieved from the CMB file and compares it to the respective 

value set in the TSAT program. These fixed values represent the 3D printer’s physical limitations. 

If the collected CMB file values exceed the values set in the TSAT program, we can determine 

that the printer is not capable of printing the file.  
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4.4.3 PENETRATION TESTING RESULTS 

The results are as follows: both files skipped nineteen test cases. Skipped test cases are a 

result of incompatible file types. Thus, the TSAT program skipped nineteen G-code tests because 

we are testing a CMB file.  

In addition to the nineteen skipped tests, our benign CMB file passed the max X, Y, and Z 

test cases (see Appendix B.7). When the TSAT program processed the defective CMB file (see 

Appendix B.8), three tests failed: “Exceeds Max X Size,” Exceeds Max Y Size,” and “Exceeds 

Max Z Size.”  

These penetration tests indicate we can apply TSAT to 3D printers other than printers that 

exclusively use G-code toolpath files. Thus, we have successfully demonstrated that TSAT meets 

our third objective requirements 

 

4.5 TSAT REPOSITORY 

Not all 3D printer operators have to write their test cases. Test case repositories for slicing 

software, toolpath file types, programming languages, and methods for determining toolpath file 

values eliminates overhead for other developer’s TSAT projects. Here, the efforts of a few 

developers benefit individuals who may have limited programming experience. 

This repository aims to encourage approachable testing environments that allow developers 

to generate test cases that follow the TSAT process. Thus, developing many test cases that compel 

the user to test toolpath files on TSAT projects before printing, rather than sending the file directly 

to the 3D printer.  

To make test cases more available to developers, we created a GitHub repository [21] with 

a GNU General Public License v3.0. A synopsis of the license is as follows:  
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1. Anyone can copy, modify, and distribute this software. 

2. Every distribution must include the license and copyright notice. 

3. Anyone can privately use this software. 

4. Anyone can use this software for commercial purposes. 

5. Businesses solely built from this repository risk open sourcing their entire code base.  

6. Modifications to the original repository must be indicated. 

7. Any repository modifications must distribute the same license, GPLv3. 

8. This software provides no warranty. 

9. The software author or license is not liable for any damages inflicted by the software. 

We incorporated the following four sections to help developers find TSAT project test 

cases relevant to their needs: languages, methods, slicers, and toolpath file types. The language 

section provides test cases written in various programming languages. The method section contains 

supplemental code to determine variables in the toolpath file. The slicer section aids developers in 

writing test cases on specific toolpath file slicing software. Finally, the toolpath file type section 

contains test cases implemented on various types of toolpath files.  

One drawback of TSAT repositories is that they do not supply either “red light” or “green 

light” portions of the TSAT process. To complete the TSAT process, first, developers need to 

create their own defective toolpath files to pass the “red light” portion, then execute all the other 

test cases, which need to detect their corresponding test cases to pass the “green light” portion. 
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5. CHAPTER-5: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

5.1 CONCLUSION  

This research aimed to enact a level of security that reduced unnecessary risk for FDM 3D 

printers. Based on penetration results, we can conclude that a static analysis approach to designing 

test cases can detect defects in toolpath files before printing. The results indicate that developing 

programs that identify defects are a possible alternative to traditional QA equipment.  

The TSAT process was proven effective at generating test cases that identify defects in G-

code toolpath files. This approach identified defects that can sabotage 3D printer’s at multiple 

stages before printing in the 3D printing process. Research results indicated that TSAT applied to 

other types of toolpath files, such as CMB files.  

However, the research results also indicated the limited effects CAD model and STL files 

had on AM equipment sabotage. Moreover, these limitations extended to the test cases and made 

it easier to identify threats introduced in the CAD model and STL stages of the 3D printing process. 

This research could indicate that TSAT was more effective at detecting printer-based defects than 

part-based defects since the limitations of CAD model or STL attacks did not extend to part-based 

attacks. Thus, more test cases were needed to detect part-based defects in the toolpath file. 

Side effects of an attack can be challenging to identify with TSAT test cases if the defect 

does not negatively affect the printer. Since no printer-based defects would be detected, it is 

unlikely the defect will not sabotage the AM equipment but will consume resources such as 

filament, electricity, and time. 
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The project successfully generated a test case for every iteration of the TSAT process. 

Furthermore, the more test cases the TSAT project accumulated, the more secure it became. This 

research indicated that the TSAT process could improve solutions to existing test cases while 

addressing new threats upon discovery.  

As it stands, TSAT projects cannot stop sabotage attacks, but it can prevent them by 

creating test cases that analyze the contents of the 3D component’s file before being sent to the 

printer. Residential FDM 3D printers are the most common 3D printer in the world. As a result, 

most of the world’s 3D printers have little-to-no security because of the high overhead costs. Most 

small businesses that employ 3D printing technology do so with minimal security. Startup 

companies, who are exceptionally vulnerable, are particularly fond of AM [20]. Metal 3D printer 

sales increased by 80% in 2017 [29]. As the industry grows and continues to integrate IoT based 

systems into their printers, the more vulnerable they become to cyber-attacks [8]. While residential 

3D printers are the most vulnerable to cyber-attacks, industrial 3D printers are still more appealing 

targets. One of the most significant benefits that TSAT provides is that it gives at least some 

security to those who, otherwise, have none. 

 

5.2 FUTURE WORK 

The more test cases added to TSAT programs, the more secure they become. More test 

cases on nozzle size, relative coordinates, multiple extruders, and extrusion amount need 

development to prevent additional printer sabotage.  

Instead of STL files, Additive Manufacturing Files (AMF) are becoming more popular. 

AMF’s are likely to replace STL files since, upon conversion, STL files lose a large amount of 

information from the CAD model file. Therefore, AMF files may be more vulnerable to 
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manipulation since they contain much more information. Research on AMF’s is essential in future 

TSAT test cases. 

Future efforts could develop TSAT test cases to target part-based attacks, such as void 

attacks, which insert voids into the printed component to fail under load unexpectedly.  

TSAT would be most effective at the firmware level, meaning the printer itself. If the 

printer’s firmware is compromised, benign components can damage the 3D printer. Future TSAT 

development needs to isolate the firmware from sending control signals to the printer. Thus, 

creating an interactive environment to execute test cases and observe how the printer would react 

in a live situation. This step would take TSAT from a static analysis process to a dynamic analysis 

process. Thus, taking a system that prevents sabotage and graduating to a system that stops 

sabotage.  
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APPENDIX A: SOURCE CODE 

 
A.1   TARGET PRINTER CONFIGURATION FILE 
 

# OPERATOR LIMITS 
TEMP_VAR = 210 
BED_TEMP_VAR = 35 
INFILL_VAR = 20.0 
LAYER_HEIGHT = 0.3 
FAN_VAR = 255 
 
# PRINTER LIMITS 
MAX_TEMP_VAR = 220 
MAX_BED_TEMP_VAR = 65 
MAX_INFILL_VAR = 100.0 
MIN_INFILL_VAR = 0.0 
MAX_FAN_VAR = 255 
MAX_X_SIZE = 200.0 
MIN_X_SIZE = 0.1 
MAX_Y_SIZE = 200.0 
MIN_Y_SIZE = 0.1 
MAX_Z_SIZE = 200.0 
MIN_Z_SIZE = 0.1 
 
# CMB FILE PRINTER LIMITS 
CMB_MAX_X_SIZE = 200.0 
CMB_MAX_Y_SIZE = 200.0 
CMB_MAX_Z_SIZE = 200.0 

 
A.2   HELPER FUNCTION FILE: CONVERT HEX STRING TO IEEE 754 FLOAT 
 

def hex2Float(hexValues): 
 result = 0.0 
 binary = "{0:08b}".format(int(hexValues, 16)) 
 while len(binary) != 32: 
  binary = "0" + binary 
 sign = int(binary[0]) 
 exponent = binary[1:9] 
 fraction = binary[10:] 
 exponent = int(exponent, 2) -127 
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 exponent_ = -1 
 remainder = 0 
 for bit in fraction: 
  remainder += int(bit) * (2**exponent_) 
  exponent_ -= 1 
 result = ((-1)**sign) * (1 + remainder) * (2**exponent) 
 return result 

 
A.3   TSAT MAIN 
import unittest 
import sys 
import re 
import ieeeConverter 
import targetPrinter as p 
 
#THE FOLLOWING ARE TEST CASES ARE FOR G-CODE TOOLPATH FILES 
 
class GCode_TestCases(unittest.TestCase): 
 GCODE_PATH = "" 
 GCODE_INPUT = "" 
 SKIP_TEST = None 
 TEMP_HEADER1 = 'M104 S(\d+)' 
 TEMP_HEADER2 = 'M109 S(\d+)' 
 BED_TEMP_HEADER1 = 'M140 S(\d+)' 
 BED_TEMP_HEADER2 = 'M190 S(\d+)' 
 SLICER_MATTER_SLICE = 'Generated with MatterSlice' 
 SLICER_SLIC3R = 'generated by Slic3r' 
 FAN_HEADER = '(;)* *M106 S(-*\d+\.*\d*)' 
 LAYER_HEIGHT_HEADER1 = 'G1 Z(-*\d+\.*\d*) *F*\d*\.*\d*\nG1 E' 
 LAYER_HEIGHT_HEADER2 = 'G1 Z(-*\d+\.*\d*) *F*\d*\.*\d*\n' 
 DIGITS = '(\d+\.\d+|\d+)' 
 INFILL_HEADER1 = '; infillPercent = (-*\d+\.*\d*)' 
 INFILL_HEADER2 = '; fill_density = (-*\d+\.*\d*)%' 
 X_SIZE_HEADER = 'G1 X(-*\d+\.*\d*)' 
 Y_SIZE_HEADER = 'G1 X*\d*\.*\d* *[Y](-*\d+.\d+|\d+)' 
 Z_SIZE_HEADER = 'G1 *X*\d* *Y*\d* Z(-*\d+\.*\d+)' 
 TEMP_VAR = p.TEMP_VAR 
 MAX_TEMP_VAR = p.MAX_TEMP_VAR 
 BED_TEMP_VAR = p.BED_TEMP_VAR 
 MAX_BED_TEMP_VAR = p.MAX_BED_TEMP_VAR 
 LAYER_HEIGHT = p.LAYER_HEIGHT_VAR 
 FAN_VAR = p.FAN_VAR 
 MAX_FAN_VAR = p.MAX_FAN_VAR 
 INFILL_VAR = p.INFILL_VAR 
 MAX_INFILL_VAR = p.MAX_INFILL_VAR 
 MIN_INFILL_VAR = p.MIN_INFILL_VAR 
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 MAX_X_SIZE = p.MAX_X_SIZE 
 MIN_X_SIZE = p.MIN_X_SIZE 
 MAX_Y_SIZE = p.MAX_Y_SIZE 
 MIN_Y_SIZE = p.MIN_Y_SIZE 
 MAX_Z_SIZE = p.MAX_Z_SIZE 
 MIN_Z_SIZE = p.MIN_Z_SIZE 
 
 @classmethod 
 def setUpClass(cls): 
  if ".gcode" in cls.GCODE_PATH: 
   cls.SKIP_TEST = False 
   with open(cls.GCODE_PATH, 'r') as f: 
    cls.GCODE_INPUT = f.read() 
  else: 
   cls.SKIP_TEST = True 
 
 def setUp(self): 
  if self.SKIP_TEST == True: 
   self.skipTest("Not G-Code file") 
 
 def test100_900_maxTemp(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
 
  m = re.findall(self.TEMP_HEADER1, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  for element in m: 
   current = float(element) 
   if current > self.MAX_TEMP_VAR: 
    actualResult = "Extruder Temp Error: value(" + str(current) + ") > bounds("  

+ str(self.MAX_TEMP_VAR) + ")" 
    break 
   else: 
    actualResult = True 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test100_901_maxTemp(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.findall(self.TEMP_HEADER2, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  for element in m: 
   current = float(element) 
   if current > self.MAX_TEMP_VAR: 
    actualResult = "Extruder Temp Error: value(" + str(current) + ") > bounds("  

+ str(self.MAX_TEMP_VAR) + ")" 
    break 
   else: 
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    actualResult = True 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test100_910_temp(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.findall(self.TEMP_HEADER1, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  for element in m: 
   current = float(element) 
   if current != 0 and current != self.TEMP_VAR: 
    actualResult = "Extruder Temp Error: value(" + str(current) + ") != value("  

+ str(self.TEMP_VAR) + ")" 
    break 
   else: 
    actualResult = True 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test100_911_temp(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.findall(self.TEMP_HEADER2, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  for element in m: 
   current = float(element) 
   if current != 0 and current != self.TEMP_VAR: 
    actualResult = "Extruder Temp Error: value(" + str(current) + ") != value("  

+ str(self.TEMP_VAR) + ")" 
    break 
   else: 
    actualResult = True 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test100_920_bedTemp(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.findall(self.BED_TEMP_HEADER1, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  if len(m) == 0: 
   actualResult = True 
  else: 
   for element in m: 
    current = float(element) 
    if current != 0 and current != self.BED_TEMP_VAR: 
     actualResult = "Bed Temp Error: value(" + str(current) + ") != value("  

+ str(self.BED_TEMP_VAR) + ")" 
     break 
    else: 
     actualResult = True 
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  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test100_921_bedTemp(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.findall(self.BED_TEMP_HEADER2, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  if len(m) == 0: 
   actualResult = True 
  else: 
   for element in m: 
    current = float(element) 
    if current != 0 and current != self.BED_TEMP_VAR: 
     actualResult = "Bed Temp Error: value(" + str(current) + ") != value("  

+ str(self.BED_TEMP_VAR) + ")" 
     break 
    else: 
     actualResult = True 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test100_930_bedTempMax(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.findall(self.BED_TEMP_HEADER1, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  if len(m) == 0: 
   actualResult = True 
  else: 
   for element in m: 
    current = float(element) 
    if current > self.MAX_BED_TEMP_VAR: 
     actualResult = "Bed Temp Error: value(" + str(current) + ") > bounds("  

+ str(self.MAX_BED_TEMP_VAR) + ")"  
     break 
    else: 
     actualResult = True 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test100_931_bedTempMax(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.findall(self.BED_TEMP_HEADER2, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  if len(m) == 0: 
   actualResult = True 
  else: 
   for element in m: 
    current = float(element) 
    if current > self.MAX_BED_TEMP_VAR: 
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     actualResult = "Bed Temp Error: value(" + str(current) + ") > bounds("  
+ str(self.MAX_BED_TEMP_VAR) + ")"  

     break 
    else: 
     actualResult = True 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test200_900_fanNeverEngaged(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.search(self.FAN_HEADER, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  actualResult = True if m != None else "fan never engaged" 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test200_910_fan(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.findall(self.FAN_HEADER, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  if len(m) == 0: 
   actualResult = True 
  else: 
   for element in m: 
    if ';' in element[0]: 
     continue 
    current = float(element[1]) 
    if current != 0 and current != self.FAN_VAR: 
     actualResult = "Fan Value Error: value(" + str(current)  

+ ") != value(" + str(self.FAN_VAR) + ")" 
     break 
    else: 
     actualResult = True 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test200_920_fanMax(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.findall(self.FAN_HEADER, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  if len(m) == 0: 
   actualResult = True 
  else: 
   for element in m: 
    if ';' in element[0]: 
     continue 
    current = float(element[1]) 
    if current > self.MAX_FAN_VAR: 
     actualResult = "Fan Value Error: value(" + str(current)  
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+ ") > max value(" + str(self.FAN_VAR) + ")" 
     break 
    else: 
     actualResult = True 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test300_900_layerHeight(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  header = '' 
  skip = False 
  if self.SLICER_MATTER_SLICE in self.GCODE_INPUT: 
   header = self.LAYER_HEIGHT_HEADER1 
  elif self.SLICER_SLIC3R in self.GCODE_INPUT: 
   header = self.LAYER_HEIGHT_HEADER2 
  else: 
   actualResult = "Unknown slicer. Unable to determine layer height" 
   skip = True 
 
  if skip == False: 
   m = re.findall(header, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
   mLength = len(m) 
   previous = next_ = None 
   for index, element in enumerate(m): 
    current = float(element) 
    if index < 1: 
     # skip because 1st layer height may be different 
     continue 
    if index < (mLength -1): 
     next_ = float(m[index + 1]) 
     diff2 = round(next_ - current, 3) 
     if diff2 != 0.0 and diff2 != self.LAYER_HEIGHT: 
      actualResult = "layer height error: value(" + str(next_) + ") != value("  

+ str(self.LAYER_HEIGHT) + ")" 
      break 
    actualResult = True 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test500_900_infill(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.search(self.SLICER_MATTER_SLICE, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  n = re.search(self.SLICER_SLIC3R, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  if m != None: 
   o = re.search(self.INFILL_HEADER1, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
   infill1 = float(o.group(1)) 
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   if infill1 != self.INFILL_VAR: 
    actualResult = "Infill Error: value(" + str(infill1) + ") != value("  

+ str(self.INFILL_VAR) + ")" 
   else:  
    actualResult = True 
  elif n != None: 
   p = re.search(self.INFILL_HEADER2, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
   infill2 = float(p.group(1)) 
   if infill2 != self.INFILL_VAR: 
    actualResult = "Infill Error: value(" + str(infill2) + ") != value("  

+ str(self.INFILL_VAR) + ")" 
   else: 
    actualResult = True 
  else: 
   actualResult = "Unknown slicer. Unable to determine infill density" 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test500_910_infillMax(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.search(self.SLICER_MATTER_SLICE, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  n = re.search(self.SLICER_SLIC3R, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  if m != None: 
   o = re.search(self.INFILL_HEADER1, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
   infill1 = float(o.group(1)) 
   if infill1 > self.MAX_INFILL_VAR: 
    actualResult = "Infill Error: value(" + str(infill1) + ") > value("  

+ str(self.MAX_INFILL_VAR) + ")" 
   else:  
    actualResult = True 
  elif n != None: 
   p = re.search(self.INFILL_HEADER2, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
   infill2 = float(p.group(1)) 
   if infill2 > self.MAX_INFILL_VAR: 
    actualResult = "Infill Error: value(" + str(infill2) + ") > value("  

+ str(self.MAX_INFILL_VAR) + ")" 
   else: 
    actualResult = True 
  else: 
   actualResult = "Unknown slicer. Unable to determine infill density" 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test500_920_infillMin(self): 
  expectedResult = True 
  actualResult = False 
  m = re.search(self.SLICER_MATTER_SLICE, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
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  n = re.search(self.SLICER_SLIC3R, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  if m != None: 
   o = re.search(self.INFILL_HEADER1, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
   infill1 = float(o.group(1)) 
   if infill1 < self.MIN_INFILL_VAR: 
    actualResult = "Infill Error: value(" + str(infill1) + ") < value("  

+ str(self.MIN_INFILL_VAR) + ")" 
   else:  
    actualResult = True 
  elif n != None: 
   p = re.search(self.INFILL_HEADER2, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
   infill2 = float(p.group(1)) 
   if infill2 < self.MIN_INFILL_VAR: 
    actualResult = "Infill Error: value(" + str(infill2) + ") < value("  

+ str(self.MIN_INFILL_VAR) + ")" 
   else: 
    actualResult = True 
  else: 
   actualResult = "Unknown slicer. Unable to determine infill density" 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test600_900_exceedsMaxXSize(self): 
  expectedResult = False 
  actualResult = True 
   
  m = re.findall(self.X_SIZE_HEADER, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  elementX = None 
  for index, element in enumerate(m): 
   elementX = element 
   if float(element) > self.MAX_X_SIZE: 
    actualResult = " X value(" + str(elementX) + ") > X-axis bounds("  

+ str(self.MAX_X_SIZE) + ")" 
    break 
   elif index == len(m)-1: 
    actualResult = False 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test600_910_exceedsMinXSize(self): 
  expectedResult = False 
  actualResult = True   
  m = re.findall(self.X_SIZE_HEADER, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  elementX = None 
  for index, element in enumerate(m): 
   elementX = element 
   if float(element) < self.MIN_X_SIZE: 
    if index == 0: continue 
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    actualResult = " X value(" + str(elementX) + ") < X-axis bounds("  
+ str(self.MIN_X_SIZE) + ")" 

    break 
   elif index == len(m)-1: 
    actualResult = False 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test600_920_exceedsMaxYSize(self): 
  expectedResult = False 
  actualResult = True 
  m = re.findall(self.Y_SIZE_HEADER, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  elementY = None 
  for index, element in enumerate(m): 
   elementY = element 
   if float(element) > self.MAX_Y_SIZE: 
    actualResult = " Y value(" + str(elementY) + ") > Y-axis bounds("  

+ str(self.MAX_Y_SIZE) + ")" 
    break 
   elif index == len(m)-1: 
    actualResult = False 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test600_930_exceedsMinYSize(self): 
  expectedResult = False 
  actualResult = True 
  m = re.findall(self.Y_SIZE_HEADER, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  elementY = None 
  for index, element in enumerate(m): 
   elementY = element 
   if float(element) < self.MIN_Y_SIZE: 
    if index == 0: continue 
    actualResult = " Y value(" + str(elementY) + ") < Y-axis bounds("  

+ str(self.MIN_Y_SIZE) + ")" 
    break 
   elif index == len(m)-1: 
    actualResult = False 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test600_940_exceedsMaxZSize(self): 
  expectedResult = False 
  actualResult = True 
  m = re.findall(self.Z_SIZE_HEADER, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  elementZ = None 
  for index, element in enumerate(m): 
   elementZ = element 
   if float(element) > self.MAX_Z_SIZE: 
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    actualResult = "Z value(" + str(elementZ) + ") > Z-axis bounds("  
+ str(self.MAX_Z_SIZE) + ")" 

    break 
   elif index == len(m)-1: 
    actualResult = False 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
 def test600_950_exceedsMinZSize(self): 
  expectedResult = False 
  actualResult = True 
  m = re.findall(self.Z_SIZE_HEADER, self.GCODE_INPUT) 
  elementZ = None 
  for index, element in enumerate(m): 
   elementZ = element 
   if float(element) < self.MIN_Z_SIZE: 
    if index == 0: continue 
    actualResult = "Z value(" + str(elementZ) + ") < Z-axis bounds("  

+ str(self.MIN_Z_SIZE) + ")" 
    break 
   elif index == len(m)-1: 
    actualResult = False 
  self.assertEqual(expectedResult, actualResult) 
 
# THE FOLLOWING TEST CASES ARE FOR CMB TOOLPATH FILES 
 
class CMB_TestCases(unittest.TestCase): 
 CMB_PATH = "" 
 CMB_INPUT = "" 
 SKIP_TEST = None 
 CMB_MAX_X_SIZE = p.CMB_MAX_X_SIZE 
 CMB_MAX_Y_SIZE = p.CMB_MAX_Y_SIZE 
 CMB_MAX_Z_SIZE = p.CMB_MAX_Z_SIZE 
 expectedResult = False 
 actualResult = True 
 
 @classmethod 
 def setUpClass(cls): 
  if ".cmb" in cls.CMB_PATH: 
   cls.SKIP_TEST = False 
   with open(cls.CMB_PATH, 'rb') as f: 
    cls.CMB_INPUT = f.read().hex() 
  else: 
   cls.SKIP_TEST = True 
 
 def setUp(self): 
  if self.SKIP_TEST == True: 
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   self.skipTest("Not CMB file") 
  self.expectedResult = False 
  self.actualResult = True 
 
 def test700_900_cmb_exceedsMaxXSize(self): 
  index_ = 0 
  part_max_X = "" 
  temp = "" 
  hexList = [] 
  for line in self.CMB_INPUT: 
   for element in line: 
    temp += element 
    if (index_ + 1) % 2 == 0: 
     hexList.append(temp) 
     temp = "" 
    index_ += 1 
    if index_ == 200: 
     break 
  for index, value in enumerate(hexList): 
   if index >= 50 and index <= 53: 
    part_max_X = value + part_max_X 
   elif index > 53: 
    break 
   index += 1 
 
  floatMaxX_in = ieeeConverter.hex2Float(part_max_X) 
  floatMaxX_mm = floatMaxX_in / 0.0393700787 
  if floatMaxX_mm > self.CMB_MAX_X_SIZE: 
   self.actualResult = " X value(" + str(floatMaxX_mm) + ") > X-axis bounds("  

+ str(self.CMB_MAX_X_SIZE) + ")" 
  else: 
   self.actualResult = False 
  self.assertEqual(self.expectedResult, self.actualResult) 
 
 def test700_910_cmb_exceedsMaxYSize(self): 
  index_ = 0 
  part_max_Y = "" 
  temp = "" 
  hexList = [] 
  for line in self.CMB_INPUT: 
   for element in line: 
    temp += element 
    if (index_ + 1) % 2 == 0: 
     hexList.append(temp) 
     temp = "" 
    index_ += 1 
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    if index_ == 200: 
     break 
  for index, value in enumerate(hexList): 
   if index >= 54 and index <= 57: 
    part_max_Y = value + part_max_Y 
   elif index > 58: 
    break 
   index += 1 
  floatMaxY_in = ieeeConverter.hex2Float(part_max_Y) 
  floatMaxY_mm = floatMaxY_in / 0.0393700787 
  if floatMaxY_mm > self.CMB_MAX_Y_SIZE: 
   self.actualResult = " Y value(" + str(floatMaxY_mm) + ") > Y-axis bounds("  

+ str(self.CMB_MAX_Y_SIZE) + ")" 
  else: 
   self.actualResult = False 
  self.assertEqual(self.expectedResult, self.actualResult) 
 
 def test700_920_cmb_exceedsMaxZSize(self): 
  index_ = 0 
  part_max_Z = "" 
  temp = "" 
  hexList = [] 
  for line in self.CMB_INPUT: 
   for element in line: 
    temp += element 
    if (index_ + 1) % 2 == 0: 
     hexList.append(temp) 
     temp = "" 
    index_ += 1 
    if index_ == 200: 
     break 
  for index, value in enumerate(hexList): 
   if index >= 58 and index <= 61: 
    part_max_Z = value + part_max_Z 
   elif index > 62: 
    break 
   index += 1 
 
  floatMaxZ_in = ieeeConverter.hex2Float(part_max_Z) 
  floatMaxZ_mm = floatMaxZ_in / 0.0393700787 
  floatMaxZ_mm = round(floatMaxZ_mm) 
  if floatMaxZ_mm > self.CMB_MAX_Z_SIZE: 
   self.actualResult = " Z value(" + str(floatMaxZ_mm) + ") > Z-axis bounds("  

+ str(self.CMB_MAX_Z_SIZE) + ")" 
  else: 
   self.actualResult = False 
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  self.assertEqual(self.expectedResult, self.actualResult) 
 
# FOLLOWING ALLOWS TO PASS G-CODE/CMB FILE ARGUMENT IN TERMINAL 
 
if __name__ == '__main__': 
 if len(sys.argv) > 1: 
  filePath = sys.argv.pop() 
  GCode_TestCases.GCODE_PATH = filePath 
  CMB_TestCases.CMB_PATH = filePath 
 unittest.main() 
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APPENDIX B: TEST RESULTS 

 
 
B.1       BENIGN MODEL 

 

B.2       MALICIOUS MODEL  
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B.3       BENIGN STL 

 

B.4       MALICIOUS STL 
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B.5       BENIGN G-CODE 

 

B.6       MALICIOUS G-CODE 
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B.7       BENIGN CMB 

 

B.8       DEFECTIVE CMB 
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